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	Reason for Nomination: Dr. Fisher is an outstanding preceptor who exemplifies what it means to mentor and shape a first-year medical student into a competent, developing physician. From day one, watching Colin use compassion and empathy in every interaction he has with fellow healthcare team members, patients and their families, and now us as students, consistently reminded us that interpersonal connections are at the core of strong patient care. Colin always remains level-headed and patient in tense circumstances and retains his kindness which we felt was really admirable. There was a particular experience when a child’s oxygen level began to drop quickly after a coughing fit. This required swift leadership and quick thinking by Dr. Fisher. He expertly tended to the patient’s respiratory needs alongside the RT, contacted all the other relevant team members, got the process rolling for getting her transported down to the hospital in Aurora, and kept the family and peers calm and informed throughout. Another part of this experience that stood out was how Colin handled the situation after everything settled down. He took the time to speak to each team member as an individual asking what could’ve been done better on his part and the team’s as a whole. He was there not only as a leader of the team to improve future circumstances, but as someone that could be relied on for emotional support as well. In addition to clinical and medical expertise, Dr. Fisher was always incredibly receptive to our goals and intentional about challenging us to progress in our personal journeys. He created an environment for us that made it much less daunting to make a mistake. His supportive stance made it easy to learn from the things we got wrong. There was never any shame or guilt in not knowing a physiologic mechanism or drug method of action, just strong positive reinforcement when we reasoned through something correctly and constructive, knowledgeable, applicable feedback when we did not. Colin clearly cares about the people he works with, which felt incredibly refreshing in a world of medicine that can sometimes be competitive and isolating. We are so incredibly grateful to have had the opportunity to work under a doctor we wish to emulate in the future, and both plan to continue working with him as much as possible in the future. 

-Sammy smooth and KavYa Swizzy 
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